Solar cells are engines converting energy supplied by the photon flux into work. Any type of engine is also a self-oscillating system which yields a periodic motion at the expense of a usually non-periodic source of energy. This aspect is absent in the existing descriptions and the main goal of this paper is to show that plasma oscillations provide this necessary ingredient of work extraction process. Our approach is based on Markovian master equations which can be derived in a rigorous way from the underlying Hamiltonian models and are consistent with the laws of thermodynamics.
Introduction
The standard model of work extraction is based on an engine composed of a working medium, a piston and two heat baths that are at equilibrium with different temperatures. Its importance stems from its success to set an universal bound to any work extraction process, the Carnot bound, which shows, in agreement with the Kelvin's formulation of the second law of thermodynamics, two different temperatures are needed for work extraction. Besides, there exists a complementary picture of an engine as a self-oscillating system "focusing on their ability to convert energy inputted at one frequency (usually zero) into work outputted at another, well-defined frequency" [1] . This picture applies to all types of turbines and motors [1, 2] and one can expect that it is equally correct for engines powered by a flux of photons. The standard description of the photovoltaic cell involves the following processes [3, 4] : i) generation of the charge carriers due to the absorption of photons, ii) subsequent separation of the photo-generated charge carriers in the junction. As noticed in [4] the often used explanation of the second process as caused by the emerging electric field in p-n junction cannot be correct. Charge separation is supposed to produce a DC current which, on the other hand, cannot be driven in a closed circuit by a purely electrical potential difference. This is exactly the place where the mechanism of self-oscillation supported by the external constant energy flow enters into the game. Although the standard description reproduces the correct formulas for the open circuit voltage and voltage-current relation it does not explain the mechanism of persistent steady work extraction. Similarly, for a steam engine the net pressure due to the temperature difference obviously provides the net force acting on the piston but to explain the permanent periodic action of this engine we have to understand the details of operation of a piston linked to a flywheel and valves.
In the following we propose a model in which plasma oscillations play a role of the periodic motion of a "piston" and show that, indeed, under realistic assumptions a positive power is supplied to this essentially classical macroscopic oscillator. Subsequently, the collective charge oscillations at THz frequencies are rectified by a p-n junction diode ("valve") to the output DC current.
The mathematical formalism is based on the quantum Markovian master equations for slowly driven open quantum systems studied in [5] (compare [6] , [7] for the fast driving case). The important property of this formalism is its consistency with the laws of thermodynamics.
Model of quantum engine We consider a model of a heat engine which consists of a "working fluid" called simply the system, two baths at different temperatures, and a "work reservoir" called often a "piston" which is a system supplying to or extracting work from the working fluid. Because work, in contrast to heat, is an ordered and deterministic form of energy we expect that a piston should be a macroscopic system operating in the semiclassical regime.
Master equation for slowly driven open systems
The simplest description of the macroscopic piston is given by the external driving V (t) added to the free Hamiltonian H 0 of the system [8] . For slowly varying V (t) (in comparison to the fast internal dynamics) and under the condition of weak coupling to the baths (which allows Markovian approximation) the irreversible evolution of the system's reduced density matrix ρ(t) is governed by the following Markovian master equation
where
is the total Hamiltonian of the system. The generator (superoperator) L(t) is obtained by applying the standard weak coupling limit procedure for the system with a fixed Hamiltonian H(t) and weakly interacting with a large reservoir at the stationary state.
Assume now a particular form of the driving force executed by a large semi-classical oscillator
where the energy perturbation operator M is comparable to H 0 while g ≪ 1 is a small coupling constant. Additionally, the dissipative generator L(t) obtained by the weak coupling procedure is a function of the perturbation amplitude. Writing 
Using the compact notation
we obtain from (3) the identity
Formula for power For a general situation one can define the power P (t) provided by the engine and the net heat current J(t) supplied by the baths as [5] 
Applying (5) to the case of slowly driven quantum open system and using the properties of the generator L[ξ] one can derive the formula for the stationary average power output
The approximate form of the density matrix in the interaction picture Λ D (t)ρ(0) follows from the lowest order expressions
Inserting (8) into (6) one obtains
To derive the final expression we assume that, although the modulation is slow with respect to the intrinsic motion of the system, its frequency is much higher than the relaxation rate of the observable M hidden in the dissipative generator L[0]. Then, we can replace
by the unit super-operator and use the identity (4) to get
. The obtained lowest order expression for power is still consistent with thermodynamics, i.e. for a single heat bath the power is negative due to the quantum detailed balance condition [12, 13] . For a reservoir composed of two equilibrium ones at different temperatures,
can be negative, yielding a positive output powerP > 0. In this case the mechanism of selfoscillations works. Treating the external perturbation as caused by the coupling of the system to a macroscopic oscillator we see that the positive power is supplied to the oscillator increasing the amplitude of its oscillation (positive feed-back) up to the moment when the net energy supply from the reservoir is compensated by the load attached to the oscillator.
Model of semiconductor solar cell A solar cell is an engine which produces work from heat exchanged with a non-equilibrium bath. The bath consists of the photonic non-equilibrium reservoir characterized by the local state population n[ω] and the basically phononic heat bath at the temperature T of the device. Although the theoretical description of solar cell operation is discussed in numerous papers and textbooks (see e.g. [3, 4] ), in our opinion, a complete microscopic quantum Hamiltonian model, which is consistent with thermodynamics is still lacking. For example, modulation mechanism (a "piston") which is necessary to explain a permanent work extraction on the fundamental Hamiltonian level is not present.
Basic processes in solar cell The typical semiconductor solar cell consists of a moderately doped p-type absorber, on both sides of which a highly doped layer is formed, n-type on the top side and p-type on the back side, respectively. The created effective potential confines the system of electrons which are described by the standard band theory. The electronic states in the valence band and in the conduction band are labeled by the index k which corresponds to the quasi-momentum k (spin can be easily added). We assume a direct band structure with vertical optical transitions which preserve quasi-momentum (see fig. 1 ). The energy of electron in bands is denoted by E v (k) and E c (k) for the valence and conduction band, respectively. The semiconductor energy gap
The basic irreversible processes are the following:
i) fast intraband thermalization processes mediated by phonons and described by the dissipative generator L th .
ii) optical transitions between the valence and conduction band, which create or annihilate electron-hole pairs, described by the dissipative generator L em , iii) non-radiative electron-hole recombination which is neglected in our idealized model.
Plasma oscillations and current rectification
The fundamental question in the presented approach to work generation in solar cell is the origin of periodic oscillations which can be seen as classical. The frequency Ω is assumed in our derivations to be much smaller than the frequency ω 0 corresponding to the energy gap E g = ω 0 . On the other hand, it should be much larger than the recombination rate in order to justify the approximations leading to (10) . The only phenomenon which satisfies all these requirements is plasma oscillation visible for p-n junctions. Their appearance is due to the fact that a p-n junction creates an inter-phase between regions of different electron concentrations which can oscillate in space producing collective macroscopic electric field oscillations. In several experiments such oscillations have been observed [14, 15] , with typical frequencies Ω/2π ≃ 1T Hz, much lower than ω 0 ≃ 1400T Hz corresponding to the energy gap ∼ 1eV . In the final step of cell operation the THz plasma oscillations must be converted into a direct current. Here again a p-n junction plays a crucial role acting as a diode which rectifies the high frequency periodic current. A qualitative picture of this mechanism is shown on Fig. 2 . The plasmonic degree of freedom is represented by the quantum levels in the asymmetric potential which is harmonic for lower energies. Asymmetry is due to the p-n junction which defines an "easy" direction for the carrier flow (to the left). The work supplied to the oscillator drives the unidirectional electric current. labeled by k and the unperturbed Hamiltonian reads
Hamiltonians, generators and stationary states
In the p-n junction a non-homogeneous free carrier distribution created in a self-consistent build-in potential U bi can be perturbed producing collective plasma oscillations with the frequency Ω. The associated Hamiltonian perturbation which should be added to the electronic Hamiltonian (11) has form
where ξ is a small dimensionless parameter describing the amplitude of deformation, E g is the relevant energy scale (typically eU bi ≃ E g ), and c †
k are number operators of free electrons and holes, respectively. The meanfield type scaling (N -number of atoms in the sample) reflects the fact, that only carriers which are close to the junction feel the potential distortion. Among the basic irreversible processes the intraband thermal relaxation is the fastest (thermalization time ∼ 10 −12 s) and therefore, the stationary state of the electronic systems with the total Hamiltonian H 0 + ξM is , within a reasonable approximation, a product of grand canonical ensembles for electrons in conduction and valence band with the same temperature T of the device and different chemical potentials µ c and µ v , respectively. The associated density matrix has form
The chemical potentials are determined by the numbers of carriers and hence by doping and radiative and non-radiative processes of electron-hole creation and recombination. Notice that here, in contrast to the standard semi-classical picture, chemical potentials are not position-dependent. The space structure of the system is hidden in the form of the self-consistent potential entering the effective Hamiltonian H 0 and in the corresponding shape of electronic eigenfunctions labeled by the quasi-momentum k (and spin). Because the intraband thermalization does not change the number of free electrons and holes, i.e. L * th M = 0, the generator L * th does not enter the formula for power (10) . Then, the only generator which remains in the eq. (10) describes the quasi-momentum preserving (vertical) transitions and reads
where τ se is the spontaneous emission time,
, and n(ω) denotes a number of photons occupying a state with the frequency ω. Power and efficiency One can insert all elements computed in the previous section into the expression for power (10) . Then we use the properties of the quasi-free (fermionic Gaussian) stationary state (13) which allow to reduce the averages of even products of annihilation and creation fermionic operators into sums of products of the only non-vanishing two-point correlations
Here · · · 0 denotes the quantum average with respect to the stateρ[0] given by (13) , and f c (k) and f v (k) are the Fermi-Dirac statistical distribution functions
with β = 1/k B T . Inserting the elements defined above into the general formula (10) we obtain the leading order contribution to power in a following form
is the total number of free charge carriers.
One can introduce the local temperature of light T [ω] defined by
For the incident sunlight on Earth a rough approximation holds
where T s ≃ 6000K is the temperature of the Sun surface and
is the geometrical factor (R sun -Sun radius) which takes into account the photon density reduction at large distance from the source. In particular, for the typical value of the energy gap E g = ω 0 ≃ 1eV the effective temperature of sunlight
Because the product of population numbers for free carriers given
k) and the voltage Φ is identified with the difference of chemical potentials, i.e. eΦ ≡ µ c − µ v . The condition for work generation by the solar cell reads
what implies that Φ 0 is an open-circuit voltage of the cell for the idealized case [16] . The presence of the Carnot factor η C suggests also the interpretation of the eq. (22) in terms of thermodynamical efficiency. Indeed, the incident photon of the frequency ω > ω 0 produces an excitation of the energy close to E g in the process of electron-hole creation followed by the fast thermalization of an electron to the bottom of the conduction band, and a hole to the top of the valence one. Then, a part of energy E g is transformed into useful work, equal at most eΦ 0 per single electron flowing in the external circuit. The maximal efficiency η max under the conditions that each photon with the energy higher than the gap produces an electron-hole pair and nonradiative recombination processes are neglected, is given by the product η max = η u · η C , where η u is the so-called ultimate efficiency computed under the assumptions: a) "... photons with energy greater than E g produce precisely the same effect as photons of energy E g , while photons of lower energy will produce no effect" [18] , b) the whole E g is transformed into work.
Under standard illumination conditions the ultimate efficiency of a solar cell can reach 44% and the Carnot factor is about 70% what yields the maximal efficiency of about 31% which agrees very well with the Shockley's detailed balance limit [18] . Actually, photons are absorbed along their path in the absorber and n(ω 0 ) decays exponentially with the penetration distance. Therefore 
Conclusions
The presented model based on the idea of self-oscillations explains the dynamical origin of work generation in photovoltaic cells which is not present in the standard "static" picture. The main new ingredient is the role of plasma oscillation as a "piston" which transforms the steady heat input from the photon flux into periodic motion. This model provides a bridge between the theory of driven quantum open systems applied to heat engines and the theory of photovoltaic devices. The formulas (19) and (22) explain in a simple way the meaning of the "light temperature", the Carnot bound, and the linear relation between the open circuit voltage and the device temperature. Those new insights could be used to improve the efficiency of solar cells. The similar ideas can be applied to thermoelectric generators and, probably, to photosynthesis as well.
The experimental verification of this model should provide the evidence of THz plasma oscillation in the device with the amplitude square proportional to the power output. Such oscillations produce a weak THz radiation which, in principle, could be detected.
